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1. The Painted Plains of Plath’thuthu Prime 

 

Hugo nodded in satisfaction as cables withdrew from the armoured carapace 

of his combat encounter suit. The external ports slid closed with a beehive hum, 

sealing him deep inside its impregnable iron-grey bulk. He flexed and stretched, 

studying the holographic instrumentation hanging in his field of vision and 

reacquainting with the tiny lag between his gestures and the huge suit’s response. 

He grinned: It was the details that made a job like his worthwhile. 

‘Johan,’ he called over the squad communications link, ‘are you ready to go?’ 

Across the cavernous Displacement Chamber another bipedal war machine 

shuddered to life and turned its canine snout toward him. ‘Uh… Yeah, yeah, all in 

the green,’ replied Johan. The mechanical muzzle of the scout suit bobbed eagerly 

as its pilot bounced at the knees.   

‘Kirsten?’ 

‘I’ve been juiced up and waiting for ten minutes,’ she said impatiently, 

tapping an enormous bronze finger against her suit’s left wrist. ‘All my kit is in the 

green and hot to go!’ Massed rocket pods and chain guns extended into firing 

position to illustrate her eagerness. The monstrous armoured suit jogged on the spot. 

Hugo suspected she’d skipped lunch in favour of Turkish coffee again. 

He took a deep breath. ‘Okay,’ he implored, ‘I know it’s Wednesday afternoon 

and you’re halfway out the door already, but please remember our brief from Max 

and stick to it this time. The mission is about fault finding, not maxing out your 

ordnance and pwning everything within range of your missile pods. Blowing stuff 

up for shits and giggles will just extend this process well past 1700 hours. I accept 

it’s against your instincts, but please allow yourself to get hit by whatever they shoot 
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at us and record your gear’s reactions. The sooner we get this done, the sooner we 

all go home.’    

‘Is your squad ready?’ growled the ship’s veteran Executive Officer over the 

command channel, sounding exactly as he should.   

‘Yep, we’re good,’ Hugo replied. 

‘Then get them on the transmission plates, lieutenant.’ 

‘You know where to stand,’ said Hugo. He marched up a long ramp and onto 

a raised circular dais, gigantic hooves booming on the deck. To his left and right 

Johan and Kirsten mounted their own individual platforms and waited. Amber 

warning lights began to strobe as the huge Displacers warmed up.  

‘Prepare to transmit,’ said the X-O. ‘Good hunting, team.’  

‘Ta muchly,’ muttered Hugo. 

A pleasant wineglass hum filled the chamber and they were gone, matter 

become code beamed across a billion kilometres of Underspace. 

The musical drone of Displacement receded as the war machines coalesced on 

the planet’s surface. Layers of colour filled Hugo’s field of vision like paint taken 

from god’s own palette. He ordered the suit to build a tactical map of the landscape 

and check that Johan and Kirsten were where they should be while he scanned the 

bullet points of his mission brief: The Bad Guys were Talishari pirates, renegade 

humans with a comparatively low tech level participating in some kind of arms 

smuggling operation to rebels in the Solomon Sector. His job was to beam down to 

the surface of the planet Plath’thuthu Prime, assess the enemy’s strength, and 

Displace back up with updated intelligence. It was a simple mission from the very 

beginning of the campaign, the kind of job Command gave out to raw recruits on 

the Fringe to season them before they got a posting somewhere properly nasty. The 
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complication was their boss, Max, who had decided he needed a little more data on 

the way the suits handled under fire. The team was to find the Talishari, engage 

them, assess their strength as per the brief and then stick around long enough to get 

a good hard arse-kicking before legging it for home. Once they returned they’d hand 

over the data to the Edo MI for processing, hit the showers and then clock out: Job 

done. 

Or at least that was the idea.   

Hugo closed the briefing document. Despite his impassioned (and, he thought, 

very winning) plea to his team to play professionally he hadn’t paid close attention 

to the details himself: He figured that after a hundred combat missions he could 

probably wing it.  

Hugo popped the suit’s railguns and looked up from his controls, gasping in 

awe at the astonishing landscape he had manifested in. The sun was rising, a thin 

scimitar of boiling gold that warmed a wind-rippled lilac prairie and glowed on the 

shells of their clumsy war machines. Jutting from a spur of exposed rock were 

delicate crystal arches glittering against a turquoise sky. 

‘This is gorgeously rendered,’ whispered Johan. ‘Just look at that sky…’ 

‘Is that some kind of ruin?’ asked Kirsten, flagging up the alien structures on 

the combined tactical map. 

‘I have no idea,’ Hugo replied. ‘It’s not in the brief.’ 

‘Shall we take a look?’ asked Johan. 

‘No,’ replied Hugo. ‘Treat it as terrain. Go bounce up against it if you get the 

chance but stick to the brief.’ 

‘Come on, Hugo,’ said Kirsten. ‘Aren’t you even curious?’ 
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‘Please can we just get this done?’ replied Hugo, exasperated. ‘Open up a 

window to your workstations and take a look at your suit code.’ 

 ‘This job used to be fun,’ Kirsten muttered sulkily. Hugo gritted his teeth, 

reluctantly promising himself that he’d have a word with her later.  

Johan’s suit straightened. The muzzle stretched toward the distant horizon. 

‘Hugo, I’m getting something on the edge of my Madar,’ he said. ‘Multiple ground 

vehicles inbound. It must be Talishari. 

‘Yeah!’ whooped Kirsten. ‘Let’s pwn them!’ She brought her entire arsenal 

online and sighted in her bulbous rocket pods.  

‘Nobody fire!’ pleaded Hugo, silently wishing the pirates would blow the crap 

out of Kirsten. He hurriedly opened a portal to his virtual workstation. He reached 

through and selected the experimental patch he had waiting, inserting the chunk of 

code into their suit control systems. It seemed to mesh. He waited nervously. 

Nothing appeared different. ‘Okay,’ he said with some relief. ‘Let’s go meet them.’ 

Johan’s suit bounded off, tearing up gouts of loamy soil and long grass as he 

accelerated toward the unseen enemy. Neither he nor Kirsten could keep up with the 

agile scout so it rapidly pulled ahead and out of sight. ‘Kirsten, break north, use the 

rock and ruins as cover and flank them,’ Hugo said. Her icon on the tactical map 

flashed blue to acknowledge the order and she peeled off. ‘Johan, don’t go too far 

ahead.’ 

‘Don’t worry, boss,’ he replied. ‘I know the plan. I’ll go and flash my arse at 

them, get knocked around a little and lead them back to you.’ 

‘Okay, Jo-Jo, listen,’ Hugo said, ‘the software patch I’ve just installed will 

change your suit’s responses a little. You should be prepared for a greater level of 

interactivity then you’re-’ 
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‘Found them!’ interrupted Johan. The muted whine of gunfire filled the com 

channel. ‘That got their attention!’ 

There was a series of staccato flashes from over the brow of the hill ahead. 

Johan’s icon pulsed amber. He was taking hits. ‘Holy shit!’ he yelped. ‘The 

Talishari have plasma weapons! I’m getting hammered here!’ Hugo pounded up the 

slope. All of his weapons were direct-fire and there was just too much in the way of 

hill between them and the Talishari. 

‘I’ve got your back, Jo-Jo!’ sang Kirsten. ‘Incoming!’ A cluster of white dots 

sped across the tactical map; Kirsten had launched a salvo of rockets. Hugo watched 

them streak across the sky and plunge behind the skyline leaving a smoky trail. A 

rapid series of detonations lit up the ridge. ‘Got you, you bastards!’ yelped Kirsten 

excitedly. ‘Jo-Jo, how’re you doing?’ 

There was no response from Johan. His icon on the map had turned crimson 

and was fading to black. 

Hugo crested the ridge. Smoking wreckage of tracked vehicles littered the 

gentle downward slope. Johan’s broken and twitching suit was surrounded by curled 

petals of cooked metal. The armour was cracked and fizzing with sparks. ‘Johan!’ 

Hugo bellowed, his guts lurching in panic.   

‘Hugo, what’s happening?’ demanded Kirsten. Her voice was thick. 

‘Your rockets came in too close!’ he replied. 

‘But friendly weapons don’t count! That’s in the design!’  

‘Have you got your workstation open?’ he snapped. ‘Did you see the patch go 

in?’ 

‘What? Yeah, of course I do but, no, I… I mean, I thought this was just a-’  
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He cut her off and jogged down the hillside, winding through the wreckage 

toward Johan. His Madar sounded a brief squeal of alarm a second before a cluster 

of spectacular electric blue fireballs detonated against his flank. The suit rocked 

sideways. Before it could recover a second salvo knocked it down. Warnings 

howled in Hugo’s ears as his interdiction fields failed.  

A spiderlike war machine scuttled over a distant ridge and lined up its plasma 

casters on the prone suit. Hugo turned his remaining functioning railgun and fired, 

chewing off one of its forelimbs and cutting the armoured cabin that housed the 

crew to ragged shreds. Power failure warnings warbled. He could smell burning. 

Sparks flashed in his face. He tried to move his arm to reach for the manual 

emergency eject and howled in sudden and unexpected pain: His shoulder was 

dislocated. The ululating alarms went up in pitch; the power core was going into 

meltdown. 

‘Hugo? Hugo!’ yelled Kirsten. ‘Jo-Jo has gone and there’s more Talishari on 

the way! You need to eject!’ 

The holographic control systems abruptly died. He tried to shift his broken 

body and reach for the ejector but he was pinned, trapped alone in blood warm 

darkness. This was it; the bitter end.  

A pleasant upbeat melody chimed insistently in his ear. His girlfriend was 

calling. 

‘Antonia, hi,’ he said, ‘this isn’t great time; I’m at work and-’   

‘Hello, bebe,’ she purred in her spicy Alliance-accented Europan, ‘I’m glad I 

caught you; I’ve made some Changes to tonight’s plans.’ 

‘Antonia, sweetheart, can I call you back?’ he grunted, still attempting to 

grasp the ejector with his working hand. The blood made it slippery. ‘I really need 
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to get this little job finished then we can, ugh, talk.’ Flames illuminated the ruined 

cockpit and licked at his boots. 

‘Yah, okay,’ she continued, deftly ignoring him. ‘So, I’ve a dinner reservation 

at Café Constantine for 2000, then a cab booked for 2145 to take us to 

Schmalzwald; there are some clients of Etienne’s in town from Milano and he wants 

us to network. Anyway, I’ve selected the menu, reserved a booth and purchased 

distractions for us both. All you have to do is choose one of the three shirts I’ve 

picked out to go with your Gresham Blake suit, smile and be your usual handsome 

self, okay bebe?’ 

His feet were growing unbearably hot. ‘Um, well, I didn’t think we had any 

plans to Change tonight,’ he said, trying to curl his toes away from the spreading 

fire. 

A brief and deafening silence followed. ‘Hugo,’ Antonia asked coolly, ‘are 

you saying you’d rather stay at home with your house again then be out with me? 

Because if that’s the case I can apologise and explain to Etienne and rearrange 

everything to go alone if I need to…’  

‘No, no,’ he said, face twisting in pain and panic. The alarm was rising in 

pitch as the power core approached catastrophic failure. ‘I’ll be there for certain, 

sweetheart, it’s your career and it’s important, I wouldn’t miss it, looking forward to 

it.’ 

‘Then I’ll see you later, bebe,’ she said cheerfully, disconnecting the call. 

‘Coward,’ he muttered.  

The Intrepid exploded in a dazzling atomic fireball, blackening the beautiful 

Plath’ththu plains and sending a filthy mushroom cloud skyward to obscure the 

sunrise.    
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Hugo jerked out of the game, gasping like he had received a kick to the balls. 

‘What the fuck was that?’ he yelled, slapping his Dreamstate test rig off and 

bucking out of his chair. ‘Madar-invisible magically-appearing weapons platforms 

packing plasma? Actual fucking pain? That was not in the brief!’ He shivered 

uncontrollably.  

Johan was slumped at his desk, fiddling with one of the costly vintage toys 

that cluttered his workspace. Kirsten was chewing her braided hair and pacing in 

front of the huge sloping windows that looked out over springtime Berlin, her spike 

heels cracking angrily on the polished grey marble floor. Francois, a slight and 

mousey Parisian on secondment from Performance Support, was watching the 

drama and silently wishing he could disappear.      

‘That was nasty and unfair,’ Hugo muttered.  

‘We got good data though,’ said Francois nervously.   

‘So fucking what, Frank?’ Kirsten barked. ‘Did you see what happened to Jo-

Jo and Hugo? Where you even monitoring the same platform?’ Francois flinched. 

‘And what the hell were you doing answering your phodem while in game?’ she 

said, turning on Hugo. ‘Why didn’t you just quit out?’  

Hugo ignored her pointedly and turned to Johan.  ‘Are you okay?’ he asked 

quietly, placing a hand on his teammate’s shoulder.  

Johan winced. ‘That was a little too realistic,’ he mumbled morosely, his face 

pale and creased. 

Hugo nodded, very aware of the ghost of his dislocated shoulder and scorched 

feet. He patted Johan and made a mental note to inform Civil Services that he’d 

benefit from close monitoring for a few days. He eased himself onto a curving black 
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leather couch beside his desk, kneading at his face with his palms. ‘Nasty,’ he 

repeated, nodding. ‘But we got good data?’ 

‘Um, yeah, really interesting,’ said Francois. He split the display on his 

silkscreen with a touch-and-drag and then summoned up the players’ bioelectric 

charts. ‘We really pushed the envelope, look: Serious high-level connectivity 

between the platform and your nervous system.’ Hugo had to concede that despite 

the problems they’d experienced (agony, terror, near-death) he’d never seen higher 

levels of player interactivity in Dreamstate during test conditions. That was exciting. 

Kirsten stopped her prowling and stared at Hugo, eyes wide. ‘Connectivity?’ 

she spluttered. ‘You just went through all that and you’re concerned about data? 

That kind of depth of interface is completely illegal! People got hurt!’ 

Hugo looked up at her. ‘That was the point, remember? There are always risks 

associated with this kind of level of interactivity. We get hurt so that the players 

don’t.’ He sighed and stood. ‘We’re here to discover the balance between fun and 

safe. It’s what Conceptual Development needs and Edo expects, so we provide.’ 

‘A very professional attitude,’ Max said smoothly in his ear. ‘Could you make 

your way to my office, please? We need to talk about the test.’ 

‘I’ve got to go upstairs,’ he said to the team, tapping the tiny lapis and silver 

phodem bead nestled snugly in his left ear. ‘Max wants to see me.’ Kirsten’s face 

was sour. Francois puffed out his cheeks and returned to the code on his screen. 

Johan continued to fiddle with He-Man. ‘Get your reports collated before you go 

and I’ll see you all tomorrow,’ he said, attempting to inject some manly can-do 

attitude into his tone. 

‘Um, yeah, sure,’ said Johan vapidly.    
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Kirsten scooped up her battered green leather coat and swung it over her 

shoulder. ‘I’ll do it tomorrow,’ she said coolly, patting Hugo’s shoulder and 

strutting out of the sprawling office toward the elevators. Say something! He 

thought as he watched her retreating back. It’s not too late, say something to her! He 

could feel the words roiling in his throat. Say something! 

‘Well,’ he said lamely, ‘I guess I’ll see you all in the morning.’ 

Johan and Francois barely responded. 

 

 Hugo grabbed his leather satchel and made his way out to the lobby. 

Forsaking the elevators he trudged up the curving marble staircase that hugged the 

inside edge of the Edo GmbH Tower. He managed only a few steps before the last 

bitter twists of adrenaline in his blood burned out and he slumped, grabbing for the 

handrail with a shuddering breath.     

The pale April sun was beginning to set, sending long blue bars of shadow 

and blazing amber across the city below. The tower polarised in response and his 

reflection manifested in the darkening glass; a beleaguered twenty-something in that 

season’s labels with unfashionably long golden hair hanging around a pale, slightly 

doughy, face that showed the strain of having been teleported, ambushed, burned, 

blown up, bullied, humiliated, and undermined all in one afternoon. 

Hugo had followed a clear progression track in a uniquely prestigious industry 

for nearly three years, never had an intervention by Civil Services for any kind of 

dependency (alcohol, television, drugs, shopping, excessive red meat, satyrism) and 

consistently qualified for life extension with each review. He had the job, the 

tasteful apartment, the impossibly hot girlfriend, and (though he didn’t really take 

care of them) the looks. He was the poster boy for the Mitte Set, the capital’s 
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community of incredibly cool and dissolute professional young people, all of who 

would be utterly aghast at the sight of him hyperventilating and shaking like a 

newborn colt, so he squashed down his panic, straightened his jacket, and continued 

up the stairs attempting to manifest a confidence he didn’t feel.   

    

‘Go up, Mister Bernstein,’ said Max’s frostily gorgeous PA from behind the 

asymmetrical expanse of her desk. ‘Mister Stendhal is expecting you.’ 

Hugo smiled and nodded and made his way up the shallow curving staircase 

that led into Max’s colourless sanctum at the far end of the CD suite. Conceptual 

Development had the unsettling austerity of early science fiction cinema: The room 

was a huge white marble Bauhaus laboratory filled with chilly Technocrats who 

Hugo imagined wearing long white coats and carrying brass clipboards rather than 

rich suits and making notes in Palmtops. There was a muted hum of conversation as 

the Developers punctually packed up for the day. Silkscreens were curled away, test 

rigs made dormant, coats were thrown over shoulders, and the office emptied of 

colour. 

Max’s door slid open as he approached. Hugo stepped just inside the threshold 

and waited.  

Max Stendhal was an impressive six feet eight inches tall and built like an 

Aryan greyhound. His ash blonde hair was cropped close against his narrow skull 

and his lean face possessed the blandly ageless quality that signified extensive 

gerontology. His chic suit and tidy desk were a disturbing light-absorbing black. 

The only ostentation in the room was a tiny gold orbital campaign earring in his left 

lobe.   
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He stood with his back to Hugo, staring out of the westwards-facing floor-to-

ceiling window. The pastel light of the dimming day lent the room an ecclesiastical 

feel.   

‘Good afternoon, Hugo,’ Max said, turning to face him. ‘Have a seat.’ He 

gestured crisply at what Hugo guessed was the black outline of a chair mostly 

hidden against the desk. He sat smartly and watched as Hugo performed the 

embarrassing ritual of finding the chair with his feet and tracing the outline of the 

arms and back before easing into it.  

‘Tea?’ Max asked. Hugo nodded. ‘Cadja, tea please.’ There was an 

uncomfortable pause. ‘So, Hugo,’ said Max finally, ‘how do you think today’s trial 

went?’  

‘I thought it went well, actually. We got excellent data.’  

Max nodded, gesturing to his silkscreen. ‘So I understand from Francois’ 

initial reports. So, tell me Hugo, what is your assessment of the present status of the 

project? Be honest.’ 

Hugo shrugged. ‘From a purely technical viewpoint we’ve achieved 

something amazing; you can go anywhere, do anything, and experience everything. 

It’s practically limitless.’ 

Max nodded. ‘Something to be rightly proud of, but…’    

   Hugo squirmed. Max waited patiently. ‘Well,’ he said, trying to sound casual, 

‘we’re significantly behind our estimated schedule.’ 

Max nodded. ‘Go on’, he said mildly.  

‘Well,’ Hugo replied, ‘I think that would have been avoidable if we hadn’t 

been made to encase the players in those big retro battle suits and shrink the scope 

of the game to the industry standard mission-objective-campaign format. With the 
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Edo MI creating, evolving and moderating content online we could have had the 

first endless Dreamstate game. We’ve broken ground in interactivity, and now we’re 

going to waste it all by turning it into the engine for a substandard bargain basement 

first-person shooter!’ 

  ‘The decision to alter the players’ interface with the game was very 

deliberate,’ replied Max. ‘The psychological distance from the action that it gives 

the player is vital in preventing any emotional damage when engaging in simulated 

combat. We’re protecting our customers as per Federal law.’ 

Hugo leaned forward. ‘But Max,’ he said earnestly, ‘it’s a waste. I mean, 

really, we had a foundation for the highest quality triple-A Dreamstate role-playing 

game the platform has ever known, we’re on the cusp of creating the first truly 

playable Virtual Reality and we’re letting that chance go!’ Max’s face hardened. 

Hugo leaned back, avoiding his eyes. ‘All I’m saying is that we should trust our 

audience more and let them decide the level of interactivity they want to experience 

rather than dictate it to them. Let them be adults.’  

Max curled an eyebrow. ‘So, do you think your audience would have 

appreciated the added level of realism you experienced this afternoon?’ he asked. 

Hugo shuddered and shook his head. ‘No, of course not,’ Max continued. ‘And 

what of the players who are not adults? There is a reason the Federal statutes on 

interactivity exist. Actual and Virtual remain separate to protect public welfare, and 

you know this. Would you let people decide how fast they drive, or how much 

exercise to take, or let them choose to reject medical treatment when sick? No, 

because it’s irresponsible to do so. The same good sense dictates that we don’t 

allow them to recklessly plug their nervous system into entertainment consoles 

without clear safeguards.’  He sighed. ‘Hugo, you’re a details man, and I appreciate 
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that quality in your work, but you need to develop some perspective: We’re creating 

entertainment. You’re managing a high profile project and spending a substantial 

budget, not to reinvent interactivity, but to produce a saleable product for the 

company. I expect an employee with your level of responsibility to leave their 

personal opinions at home and be task-focused.’    

‘I’m sorry,’ said Hugo stiffly. ‘I didn’t realize that it was having such an 

impact on my work.’ 

‘It’s certainly having an impact on your team,’ Max replied archly. ‘They’re 

getting away from you. You need to demonstrate a firm hand with Dreamstate 

specialists,’ he closed his left hand into a tight fist, ‘or they’ll end up running the 

ship, not you. It’s the reason I insisted on a few additions to this afternoon’s level 

test, a few surprises. I wanted to assess your leadership style in the field.’ 

Hugo stared at him, mouth hanging open. ‘But, it was an interactivity check!’ 

he blurted. ‘I didn’t know anything about a leadership test! That isn’t fair!’  

‘Fair?’ said Max. ‘If you had been told in advance then you wouldn’t have 

behaved in a natural way. It was more profitable for us to see your instinctive 

reactions to challenges.’ Max smiled in what Hugo was sure he thought was a 

reassuring way. ‘Hugo, don’t look at the way you mishandled the crisis in game, 

Miss Zollinger’s insubordination, or the drop in team productivity as any kind of 

failure on your part; instead regard whatever outcome you face as an opportunity for 

a little professional re-profiling.’  

Professional re-profiling didn’t appeal to Hugo at all. It sounded like the sort 

of thing secret agents did to people against their will in dingy hotel bathrooms.  

Max leaned across his desk. ‘The reality,’ he said quietly, ‘is that you’re a 

gifted technician but you’re nothing like your father, and it was my mistake to 
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assume you’d share his exceptional leadership qualities just because you share his 

name. So, for now just concern yourself with getting your reports in and we’ll talk 

again after I’ve seen Oscar. I’ll expect everything collated in, say, two hours? The 

project review has been brought forward from Friday to tomorrow morning so I’ll 

need a full time-and-motion breakdown for your team, plus a new work schedule 

planned to the quarter-hour by 1900 if we’re going to get this appalling shipwreck 

of yours afloat again.’  

Hugo sagged. ‘Brought forward? I, um, had plans this evening’, he mumbled. 

‘No longer,’ replied Max. ‘You created this situation, Bernstein; you have to 

do what’s required to fix it.’ 

The PA chose this moment to breeze in and deposit a single delicate white cup 

on Max’s black desk. He picked it up and peered at Hugo over the rim. ‘I look 

forward to reviewing your comments. Cadja, could you please see Mister Bernstein 

out?’ 

Hugo stood, nodding sheepishly, and allowed the Ice Maiden to escort him to 

the door. 

‘Oh, and Hugo?’ said Max. ‘You’re looking tired. Why don’t you see HR 

about some holiday? The project will still be here when you get back. After all, it’s 

already late.’ 

Max Stendhal watched Bernstein leave, stood and returned to his window. 

‘Damn that family,’ he muttered to himself, and sipped his scalding tea.    

 

Hugo furled his silkscreens and rubbed at his gritty eyes. The Edo MI was 

crunching the numbers but it was down to him to interpret the data, a process 

hampered by his team scampering for home before producing their reports and Max 
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wanting several days’ of work completed in hours. He swallowed the last mouthful 

of his cold coffee and took a hit of THC from his vaporiser, leaning back in his 

chair and staring up at the holographic clock hanging in space above the office. It 

took a few seconds for him to realize that it read 2006.  

‘Shit!’ he barked. His stomach lurched as his phodem chimed. It was Antonia. 

He answered. ‘Hi baby,’ he said, snatching the chance to speak. ‘I’ve just seen the 

time. Max hit me with a no-notice deadline so I’m going to be a little late.’ 

There was an agonizing pause. ‘How late?’ asked Antonia, her voice dull. 

‘There’s no way I’ll make dinner,’ he said, wincing, ‘but I’ll see you at the 

club. I’m so sorry, I got caught up in what I was doing and didn’t check the time.’ 

‘Always your work comes before me,’ she sighed. 

‘I’ll be there,’ he insisted. ‘I promise. I’ll go home now and get ready.’ 

‘Sure bebe, of course you will, just like always,’ replied Antonia. She 

disconnected the call.  

Hugo slumped. She knew she wasn’t going to see him tonight; he recognized 

the leaden resignation in her voice. There was absolutely no way he was going to 

complete the work Max demanded in the time allowed, but there was still a chance 

he could save their evening.     

He stood, slid on his overcoat, collected his bag and walked out of the office, 

ignoring the howling protests of the voice inside his head. 

Reports would just have to wait. Some things were more important. 

  

 

 

 


